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ABSTRACT. Sentiment analysis is prevalent in the recent years as a business evaluation and prediction approach. An increasingly number of companies is participating in the sentiment analysis market to monitor sentiment related to a certain company; the service is called brand monitoring service. However, the accuracy of sentiment analysis has not been evaluated. This paper addresses six criteria of accurate sentiment analysis and selects four companies to examine the degrees of theoretical applications in the reality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, user interactions are active on the internet, where buyers share the experience of a certain product or service and potential customers make their purchasing decisions based on the reviews by experienced users. The comments online contain subjective sentiments and opinions (Bhadane, Dalal, & Doshi, 2015; Pang & Lee, 2008). Sentiments influence the sales volumes of the product or service to some extent. Companies view that the detection of sentiment about certain product or service lead to competitive advantage, through which they catch the opportunities and weaken the threats (Serrano-Guerrero, Olivas, Romero, & Herrera-Viedma, 2015; Wijnhoven & Bloem, 2014). To capture the public opinion about a brand, sentiment analysis assists to extract sentiments from tens of thousands of expressions written online and classifies them into different value groups. This requires much work done in constructing algorithms and the system. In this sense, brand monitoring services provided by specialized companies to help other companies monitor the sentiments about their products or services, as well as competitors'.

Sentiment analysis is a natural language processing (NLP) application, detects author's attitudes, emotions and opinions from different areas of texts in real-time by applying artificial intelligence (Bagheri, Sarace, & de Jong, 2013; Kranjc et al., 2015; Pang & Lee, 2008). There are two main approaches for conducting sentiment analysis – machine learning and lexicon-based approach (Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy, 2014; Serrano-Guerrero et al., 2015). Machine learning is based on the selection and extraction of an appropriate set of features used to detect sentiments (Medhat et al., 2014). While lexicon-based approach relies on the pre-defined lexicon dictionaries and/or datasets (Kang & Park, 2014). The widely applied technique for sentiment analysis is polarity classification by which the sentiment is divided into three values: positive, neutral and negative (Pang & Lee, 2008).

However, some researchers argue that the sentiment words placed in each value cannot reflect the real opinion of the author (Kranjc et al., 2015; Pang & Lee, 2008). In addition, sentences contain a sophisticated semantic structure. A single word cannot determine the overall sentiment orientation of a sentence (Pang, Lee, & Vaithyanathan, 2002). Another problem related to sentiment analysis is that people may not use standard words or grammar to express their opinions, which increases the difficulty in analysing the sentiments. Besides, the comments under different domains represent different sentiments. An example of sentiment distinction in different domains shown by Pang and Lee (2008). “Go read the book” is a negative expression in the movie review domain, while it represents a positive opinion in the book review domain. The contradictory result shown by brand monitoring companies may lead the client company overconfident its performance. In this context, the accuracy of sentiment analysis is a crucial criterion for firms to develop a partnership with the brand monitoring companies. Therefore, this paper will study “How do brand monitoring companies cope with the accuracy of sentiment analysis?”

The structure of this paper is that Section 2 describes sentiment analysis in detail and the measurements of sentiment accuracy developed by existing literature. Section 4 demonstrates the methods used in this study. Next, section 5 evaluates the most important four brand monitoring companies and gathers data from the selected companies. Section 6 establishes the results. Finally, section 7 draws a conclusion and states limitations and future research.

2. PROBLEM DISCRITION

The first aspect of the problem is that the sentiment contains various levels, which cannot simply be measured by three values (Pang & Lee, 2008). In many cases, placing words in polarity classification does not reflect the appropriate value of the emotion (Pang & Lee, 2008). Since the value of a particular word is influenced by the context, instead of determining by the word itself (Kranjc et al., 2015). Besides, there are many words convey the same sentiment, but the degree of the emotion is various. When people describe a positive feeling, they can use, for instance, not bad, good and wonderful. The real degree of above positive feeling varies, and sometimes “not bad” is put in neutral or even negative side if the algorithm only recognizes “bad” (Pang & Lee, 2008). In addition, no positive or negative word shown in the sentence also conveys sentiment orientation, for instance, ‘I missed the bus, because of the out of date timetable’.

The second problem is that people use ungrammatical sentences (i.e. lack of punctuation) and non-lexicon expressions (i.e. gr8, :) online. In this case, the sentiments may not be correctly identified, because of the underdeveloped algorithm. Falling in the identification of sentiments leads to an inappropriate classification of the sentence, even results in contradictory meaning.

Thirdly, words express different meaning under different domains. Although the lexicon databases, such as SentiWordNet, provide the value of a word, it does not apply in a specific domain (Park, Lee, & Moon, 2015).

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis is also known as opinion mining or sentiment mining. Sentiment analysis focuses on identifying the positive or negative value of opinions or expressions are written in natural language (Jang, Sim, Lee, & Kwon, 2013).

Since companies have different focuses and purposes of sentiment analysis, they choose either machine learning or lexicon-based approach. Machine learning is an active learning process by combining existing data sets with newly discovered unlabelled expressions (Kranjc et al., 2015). The lexicon-based approach depends on dictionaries and datasets, where the polarity or property of a single word has been defined (Park et al., 2015). The basic activity of sentiment analysis is to extract opinion words and phrases from texts. However, sentences which do not contain any opinion word or phrase are also conveying sentiment. In machine learning, researchers have found a way to deal with this problem. Medhat et al. (2014) use the so called - features selection to demonstrate a appropriate and accurate sentiment analysis. There are five features 1) terms presence and frequency evaluate and calculate the words occur in mentions; 2) parts of speech (POS) finds important adjectives; 3) opinion words and phrases are elements determine the meaning of the sentence; 4) negations include negative words, which may change the sentiment orientation of any sentence. In some studies, in order to acquire the overall sentiment for a sentence or document, the polarity classification is presented in numerical order, range from -1 to 1 to evaluate each word within the text and then sum up the total scores got within certain sentence or document (Kang & Park, 2014; Maks & Vossen, 2012; Pang & Lee, 2008).

3.2 Accuracy

Knowing the accuracy of the sentiment analysis is beneficial for both monitoring companies and their (potential) clients. On one hand, brand monitoring companies can alter or improve the
algorithm for precise analytical results. On the other hand, the higher the accuracy of sentiment analysis is, the more customers choose to work with.

Serrano-Guerrero et al. (2015) develop an algorithm to measure the accuracy of the result: 
\[
\frac{\text{#hit}}{\text{#total_reviews}}
\]
means the number of reviews that were correctly classified. 
\text{#total_reviews} represents the total number of reviews tested. In this way, acquiring original sources of all the posts is the precondition.

Based on the research of Saif, He, Fernandez, and Alani, they conclude that the use of supervised learning method, a subset of machine learning, increase the accuracy of sentiment analysis due to assistance from the large number of sentiment detection websites and continuous learning for sentiment classifier, such as Naïve Bayes.

Jang et al. (2013) develop Personality-value-attitude (PVA) model to take customer’s profile into consideration to enhance the accuracy of sentiment analysis, to know their behaviour and needs. They believe that the polarity method has its own limitation that the calculation method is not universally applied to all the posts online.

4. METHODS

In order to study the accuracy of brand monitoring services, a collection of related literature is introduced first. In search of the literature, the following keywords are used, [sentiment analysis or opinion mining or sentiment mining and brand monitoring and accuracy] in Scopus and ScienceDirect. This paper is focused on sentimental expressions in English, thus, the literature which research on the language other than English is not being reviewed. In addition, this paper will focus on both machine learning and lexicon-based approach and will establish a multicriteria approach for evaluating the accuracy of sentiment analysis, by combining the criteria have developed from previous literature. The first criterion is polarity scoring. Opinion word is not the only element to determine the sentiment of a text or document. Pang and Lee (2008) find that when combine words with no obvious emotions into a sentence, it can show a clear sentiment orientation. In this sense, every word in the post should be analysed and give a numerical value to calculate the overall sentiment. The second criterion is the multiple data source. Petz et al. (2013) believe that one source contains bias, because the authors can only represent a small group of people who have the same or similar characteristics. Consider domain specification as the third criterion because many articles have proven that words and expressions under different domain affect their meaning, leading to different sentiment orientation (Pang & Lee, 2008). Non-lexicon expressions are widely used on the internet. So the capability to detect the non-lexicon is another criterion to evaluate sentimental accuracy. In linguistics, double negation represents affirmation. However, current sentiment analysis tools do not correctly detect the double negation expression, for example, not bad, classified to negative sentiment in most cases (Medhat et al., 2014; Pang & Lee, 2008), so negation is selected as the fifth criterion. The last criterion is customer profile, which do not directly affect accuracy of sentiment analysis, but give contribution to construct a strong cognition on behaviours behind the words and customers’ needs in order to provide a more accurate sentiment analysis program (Jang et al., 2013).

Therefore, this paper addresses six criteria of sentiment accuracy from literature and is summarized as follows:

- **Polarity scoring** – this measures the overall sentiment of a sentence or text by combining all the sentiments within the sentence or text.
- **Multiple data sources** – the capability of the sentiment analysis extracts data from different media.
- **Domain specification** – expressions represent different meanings in different domains.
- **Non-lexicon evaluation** – the non-word expressions can be detected and classified to appropriate category.
- **Negation** – the negative words should be detected and transferred to the correct polarity.
- **Customer profile** – tracking the customer’s behaviours or feedbacks helps to understand their true feelings.

By typing [brand monitoring service], [brand monitoring] and [sentiment analysis] in Google to search for companies provide the services.

The information about sentiment analysis is provided by brand monitoring companies is not sufficient on their websites, therefore, a questionnaire is sent out to acquire related information (see Appendix).

In order to avoid bias, this paper will focus on the comments, reviews and expressions of Samsung, a multinational conglomerate company, developing fast in electronic industry, in April, 2015 for all possible sources written in English online.

"gr8" and ":-)") are used to test whether the brand monitoring tools can identify the non-lexicon expressions and “not bad” is used for negation test.

5. ANALYSIS

5.1 Brand Monitoring Companies

This paper examines four brand monitoring companies, which provide sentiment analysis as part of their business. The information is presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

5.1.1 Socialmention

Socialmention is a lexicon-based analysis tool, provides brand or keyword detection from various social media. It shows the sentiment ratio (generally positive to generally negative), top authors and sources. Socialmention allows people to track back the original posts.

Socialmention detects 146 mentions about Samsung written in April, and there are 24 positive mentions and 1 negative mention, the rest are neutral. By calculating the sentimental orientation, the number of positive posts is divided by the total number of negative posts.

Socialmention is not able to analyse the symbol - :), no result shown while it is capable to evaluate “gr8”.

When analyse “not bad”, the result demonstrates a high negative value. 111 out of 157 posts are classified to negative.

5.1.2 Mention

Mention is a company deals with brand/keyword extraction and sentiment analysis. It allows to process text from many resources, like Blog, Twitter, Facebook. Sentiment classification is based on predefined lexicon datasets.

Mention presents 182 results of Samsung in April. There are 80 positive mentions while 6 negative mentions. Mention uses the scale to show the number of posts in polarity value. 2,266 mentions are collected by Mention for “gr8”.

There is no result presented for “:-)” and “not bad”.
5.1.3 Topsy
Topsy is an analytical company, collecting tweets, according to their polarity. Regarding sentiments, it divides sentiments into two values: positive and negative.

Topsy collects 2,410,800 tweets that mentioned Samsung in April. The overall sentiment analysed by Topsy is 65% positive, which means the number of positive mentions is a little higher than which of negative mentions.

In general, “gr8” expresses positive feelings. Although there is a small percentage of tweets of “gr8” shows a negative opinion, the overall sentiment is high, which is 91% positive.

Based on the sentiment score of “not bad” provides by Topsy, we can conclude that Topsy is not able to analyse Negation. The result shows an extreme negative sentiment score, 18 points.

5.1.4 Trackur
Trackur is a social media monitoring company, adopting machine learning approach. Trackur uses its own analytical tools to monitor sentiment and reputation, providing monitoring services for individuals, small and large companies and agencies. It tracks words from multiple social media, such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.

Trackur collects 2,939 posts about Samsung, where 594 mentions are positive and 151 mentions regard as negative. Trackur is the only company which presents detection of symbol “:),” 2,988 posts are found, 672 positives and 266 negatives. 368 mentions of “gr8” are detected, where 106 positive and 19 negative posts. Trackur shows a negative sentiment tendency for “not bad”, in which 529 out of 786 mentions are negative and 117 posts are positive.

When search for “:)” and “gr8”, Trackur shows the image below. It adds the new words to their database instead of saying “no result”.

![Image of Trackur search results](http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/search.php?q=great)

5.2 Comparison
The information about the method that determines the sentiment of words or sentence are absent among all the companies. Although Trackur shows that it analyses sentiment of keywords in sentence level and then applies the sentiment to the whole document, to increase the possibility of obtaining the real sentiment of the author, the in depth explanation does not present.

Topsy classifies sentiment into two values – positive and negative, neglecting neutral mentions, while, the other three use three-value classification. In the three-value classification, we have seen that the number of neutral posts occupies a certain quantity.

All the brand monitoring companies can detect keywords from multiple public sources, except Topsy, which is worked on Twitter posts. Topsy uses single sources to collect mentions, but it gathers the largest number of mentions during the given period.

All the companies in this research do not provide domain search. As for the non-lexicon expression, “gr8” is an informal expression of “great”. “Great” has a lower tendency to be defined as a negative word, which of the probability is 0.1251. Three companies, Mention, Topsy and Trackur, do collect a small percentage of negative posts, 0.01, 0.19 and 0.05 respectively. Socialmention does not gather negative mentions.

By testing the ability of detection and placement of negative words, “not bad” is used. To our knowledge, “not bad” does not represent negative meaning, though “no” and “bad” are negative words. However, all the three companies which are able to detect “not bad” shows an overall negative value.

Providing the name or page link of authors is an extra assistance for people who want to know what the author really thinks about certain products or services. Mention, Topsy and Trackur display the top related or active user for each keyword (see Appendix). Besides, by creating a customer profile, people can find out the customer’s behaviour, in order to filter real customers and spam accounts.

5.3 Error Analysis
Two-value polarity classification puts the neutral posts into either positive or negative, but Topsy does not provide the criteria for classifying the neutral mentions to positive or negative, resulting in a relatively higher extreme (positive or negative) value than which of the other three.

The analysis tools cannot correctly detect “:).” Besides, on some websites, there are emotion insertion charts, which are not belonging to the target texts, but the analysis tools include the chart. Moreover, the symbol “(“ incorrectly is recognised as “:)” by the tools and gives a negative value for the post (see Figure 2). Trackur shows that first search notification and will add these into their database. The first time search can be problematic since the keywords are not classified to a certain value, until staff updates the programme.

![Figure 2: Incorrect Detection of :) from Trackur](http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/search.php?q=great)

Table 1: Companies Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>Topsy</th>
<th>Socialmention</th>
<th>Trackur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>146 (P:24; N:1)</td>
<td>182 (P:80; N:6)</td>
<td>2,410,800 (P:65%)</td>
<td>2939 (P:594; N:151)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:)</td>
<td>2,988 (P:672; N:266)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gr8</td>
<td>108 (P:11; N:0)</td>
<td>2,266 (P:594; N:23)</td>
<td>338,395 (P:91%)</td>
<td>368 (P:106; N:19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not bad</td>
<td>157 (P:22; N:311)</td>
<td>1,394,296 (P:117; N:529)</td>
<td>786 (P:18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P: Positive; N: Negative
6. RESULTS

By comparing the number of keywords detected during April, Topsy collects the largest number for each keyword, even though Topsy is a Twitter focused analysis company. Socialmention provides the least amount of posts. Consequently, the quantity of keyword detection is not determined by the number of sources the company has. Topsy gives the highest positive percentage of “Samsung” and “gr8” and “not bad”. Socialmention and Trackur display that authors did not show positive attitudes to “Samsung” in April, accounted for 16.4% and 20% respectively, but Topsy gained 65% positive sentiment. Topsy also gave an extremely high positive sentiment of “gr8”, which is 91%.

Table 3: Negative percentage of “not bad” shown by each company

All the companies provide a more than 50% negative orientation to “not bad”. By tracking 20 negative posts from each company, the result shows that all of them indicate “not bad” as a negation opinion, which is contradictory to our common knowledge.

Table 4: Results

7. CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates six important characteristics related to the accuracy of sentiment analysis in the literature. A case study has been conducted to evaluate the characteristics applied in the real world by selecting four brand monitoring companies, which provide free trials. It has presented that no companies include all the criteria or keep it as a business secret. The most important finding is that symbols cannot be detected. Three out of four companies are unable to collect posts contained “:))”, and Trackur is incorrectly detected the symbol. Besides, “not bad” is regarded as a highly negative phrase among all four tools. Problems and errors are found during the experiment. Mention and Trackur claim that the accuracy of their sentiment analysis result is more than 70%. However, incapacity of detecting and analysing symbols and double negation phrases is highly influence the accuracy. The accuracy information provided by
the companies is not as high as what they claim. On the other hand, the literature findings do not widely be adopted in the real world. Companies should put more efforts in constructing the basic algorithm and interacting with outside experts to improve the accuracy of sentiment analysis.

The major limitation in this paper is that analysing the sentiment given by the companies exists bias. Each company provides the number of positive and negative posts, but the real true number of classifications cannot be evaluated. Not all the companies present the link of original mention. Another limitation is the posts accessed by brand monitoring tools are public while there are a number of accounts and pages prevent to be seen by strangers.

Future studies can focus on what algorithm uses to detect sentiment or keyword on different social media channels. And how to measure the accuracy of multilingual sentiment analysis can be researched.
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9. APPENDIX

Appendix 1: Questionnaire

Questionnaire

1. What kinds of SA approaches do you apply in your service?
   a. Lexicon-based method
   b. Machine learning
   c. Dictionary-based method
   d. Corpus-based method
   e. Supervised learning
   f. Unsupervised learning
   g. Other -

2. What are the sources of sentiment analysis?
   a. Facebook
   b. Twitter
   c. Video
   d. Images
   e. Blogs
   f. Forums
   g. Other -

3. How do you collect the data from media?
4. How often does your SA collect data?
5. What kind of analysis platform do you use, existing analysis platform (eg. SentiWordNet) or self-established platform?
6. When the non-lexical structures (eg. 😊, :) occur, how does the algorithm analyse?
7. What detection level does your SA achieves/operates?
   a. Sentence level
   b. Entity(topic) level
   c. Domain level

How do you evaluate the accuracy of your SA results?

Appendix 2: Top Users Identification from Socialmention

Top Users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ponselkomputer</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>andresarizala</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inisby</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janko Roettgersj</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brianwin65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rjdreyes1317</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thetvhangman</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeremia_2003</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tipicpsalo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yuandnhaku</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 3: Top Users Identification from Topsy

Most Influential Twitter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gayatravel</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lisa_hurts</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolvwami</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kag_seoul</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>srroot</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTanjaVogler</td>
<td>63.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KolaysMode</td>
<td>62.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njmace</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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